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DESIGN AND TESTING OF CHEMICAL/BIOLOGICAL 
PROTECTIVE GARMENT SYSTEM—GENERATION 4 

1. Introduction
The Garment Team (GT) of the Philadelphia University Laboratory for Engineered Human 
Protection (LEHP) develops prototype chemically protective ensembles designed to protect 
Warfighters against battlefield toxic chemical agents. This report describes the iterative design 
process and materials used by the GT, summarizes the construction and test methods and the test 
results for 11 ensemble components, and presents conclusions drawn from the results.  The work 
described was performed between January 2008 and August 2009 under Department of Defense 
University Research Initiative Grants (numbers W911QY-04-1-0001 and W911QY-09-1-0001) 
administered by the U.S. Army Natick Soldier Research Development and Engineering Center 
(NSRDEC), in support of the Warrior Systems Technologies Program.  

The overall objectives of this effort included: 

 Develop modular (adaptive) design garments to address a variety of missions and
challenges from a common design platform.

 Develop coverall and two-piece style garments using the spiral development
methodology.

 Optimize garment design for fit, functionality, ease-of-movement, performance, and cost.

 Improve ease of donning and doffing of both uncontaminated and contaminated
garments.

 Investigate the performance of various activated carbon undergarment and liner
configurations with outer shell components.

 Investigate various supplier-developed fabrics to include breathable and selectively
permeable material (SPM) fabric systems.

 Take advantage of testing facilities’ expertise outside of the University.

 Use human factors and motion routine test results as an integral part of the design and
development process to include biophysical and ergonomic comfort, ease of movement,
range of motion, and garment durability, especially at seams and junctures.

The audience for this report is NSRDEC, Navy Clothing and Textile Research Facility 
(NCTRF), and Joint Project Manager-Individual Protection (JPM-IP), and other Department of 
Defense units they might designate. 

This report, along with the garment patterns that will be supplied to NSRDEC in the future, 
provides sufficient information for a knowledgeable reader to duplicate the methods and 
garments created by means of the GT’s spiral design process at LEHP. 
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2. Garment Design and Materials
2.1 Generation 4 Prototype 
Initially, the GT reviewed the existing two-piece Joint Service Lightweight Integrated Suit 
Technology (JSLIST) garment, as well as other military-issued chemically protective ensembles, 
and participated in discussions with scientists at the NCTRF and NSRDEC.  The GT also visited 
a variety of fabricators of protective materials and reviewed available closure systems making 
use of zippers, stretch cords, gripper tape, hook-and-loop fastener tape, and other novel closures.  

Design of the Generation 4 prototype garment was a culmination of lessons learned from the 
three prior prototypes designed and evaluated by the GT, and communicated in Technical Report 
PHILA-LEHP-GT-TR-08-02, Design and Testing of Chemical/Biological Protective Coverall 
System, Generations 1–3.  New features of the Generation 4 prototype include: interior waist 
belt, shoulder retention strap, and knee-pad straps.  The entire hood/mask area, including the 
wire brim and canister loops corresponding to the Joint Service General Purpose Mask (JSGPM), 
was significantly reworked from the Generation 3 garment.  

Figure 1 shows the timeline for Generation 4 and for events that influenced its development, as 
well as overlapping events from Generations 3 and 51. Figures 2 and 3 show the Generation 4 
design. 

1 During development of the Generation 4 fixed-hood coverall prototype, the GT investigated design and
construction of a two-piece fixed-hood Generation 5 ensemble.  The Generation 5 two-piece fixed-hood ensemble 
will be described in a later report. 



Figure 1. Timeline for Generations 4 through 5 of GT-Designed Protective Garments. 
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Figure 2. Generation 4 Flat Sketch—Front.2 

2 With the exception of photographs from testing reports compiled by outside agencies, all illustrations in this report 
were created by Kristen Hultzapple and John Venafro of LEHP. 

4

Internal Waist Belt 



Figure 3. Generation 4 Flat Sketch—Back. 
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2.2 Design Process 
The GT is challenged with evaluating through research procedures how component parts are 
integrated within the garment system design.  The GT researches, in conjunction with the 
Materials Evaluation Laboratory (MEL), then selects and evaluates various shell, carbon, and 
membrane materials; closures, including zippers, ties, cording, and VELCRO® brand hook-and-
loop fastener tape; and other components that might be used in the construction of the garment.  
This process, therefore, includes the use of manufacturing techniques and innovative 
ergonomically correct garment design.3  The process is ongoing, iterative, and spiral in 
development as the garment design progresses. 

When the LEHP project began, the military was issuing the JSLIST ensemble.  The JSLIST is a 
permeable, two-piece garment system that relies on a permanent carbon layer sewn together with 
a durable outer shell fabric.  In response to the University Research Initiative grant the GT, in 
collaboration with NSRDEC and NCTRF, has created four prototype garment styles. For 
information on Generations 1 through 3, see PHILA-LEHP-GT-TR-08-02, Design and Testing of 
Chemical/Biological Protective Coverall System, Generations 1–3.  

The Generation 4 coverall was designed to be donned either over the duty uniform including 
combat boots or to be worn directly over undergarments (without a duty uniform).  The garment 
was designed taking into consideration interfaces at the hood/mask, wrists, and ankles.  The 
design maintained the need for field relief and the ability of the garment to be donned 
individually or with a partner, and also considered the doffing process after the garment had been 
contaminated.   

Major considerations initially were maximizing life expectancy of the garment, the possibility of 
reducing garment cost, and reducing the burden of disposing of spent garments.  For example, 
the JSLIST has a life expectancy of 45 days once it has been removed from the protective 
vacuum-sealed packaging and exposed to the air.  The design of the LEHP one-piece coverall 
uses separate carbon undergarments so that they could be discarded at the end of their life cycle 
and replaced while the existing one-piece coverall shell could be kept and reused.  

3 The LEHP GT works with Ricochet Manufacturing, Inc. in Philadelphia, combining both groups’ experience in
garment design and taking advantage of Ricochet’s expertise in manufacturing civilian emergency rescue barrier 
protective first-responder garments. 
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3. Methods and Test Results
Generation 4 garment systems were evaluated with fluorescent aerosol screening testing (FAST), 
and with LEHP and NSRDEC human factors studies.  Generation 4 was evaluated at the Hazmat 
Sciences’ Contaminated Doffing facility as well. 

Obtaining testing data is very important to the spiral development process of the LEHP 
garments.  Various in-house and off-location facilities provide invaluable feedback on the 
comfort and protection of the garments.  The Generation 4 ensemble was evaluated as 
summarized below. 

 Human Factors (external)—This test was completed at NSRDEC by Dr. Karla Allan.  It
included donning the garment in various MOPP levels, while performing a preselected
motion routine.  Participants may wear ancillary equipment such as: helmets, backpacks,
body armor or tactical vests.  This evaluation is important to the GT because it provides
an outside evaluation of the garment using soldiers who have been trained to use the
JSLIST and can provide appropriate feedback and comparisons.  Selected results are
presented in the body of this report. The complete test report is in Appendix A.

 Human Factors (internal)—This series of tests was performed at Philadelphia University
in conjunction with the Biophysics Team.  The motion routine used was based on that
done at NSRDEC.  Once the selected number of trials had been completed the Biophysics
team analyzed the data for scientific validity.  Results from one generation can then be
compared to another generation prototype.  Selected results are presented in the body of
this report. More information about the Human Factors evaluations conducted at LEHP is
in Appendix B.

 Fluorescent Aerosol Screening Test (FAST)—This test was performed at Research
Triangle Institute (RTI) in Research Triangle Park, NC.  In MOPP 4 the test participant
entered a large chamber where he then performed a series of motions totaling about one-
half hour.  A large fan blew fluorescent fingerprint powder onto the test participant
during the duration of the test.  The garment was doffed and then the test participant’s
body was assessed using a black light.  This test provided valuable data about where
contaminate can penetrate the garments and reach the body through breaches at the
interfaces.  Selected results are presented in the body of this report. See Appendix C for
LEHP testing notes for FAST and Appendix D for FAST results.

 Contaminated Doffing (CD)—This test took place at Hazmat Sciences in Santa Fe, NM.
Hazmat Sciences is now a part of Northern New Mexico College.  This test assessed the
ease of doffing a contaminated garment without contaminating the wearer.  During this
evaluation the test participant was covered in a fluorescent fingerprint powder and then
taken through a decontamination line.  Once the garment was completely doffed a black
light was used to show any “contaminant” that had been transferred onto the body.  The
process could also be stopped at any point, and a black light used to examine specific
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steps. Selected results are presented in the body of this report. The complete test report is 
in Appendix E. Testing notes are in Appendix F, and the doffing script is in Appendix G. 

This chapter discusses the construction and evaluation methods, and the results of the evaluations 
for the 10 components of the Generation 4 protective garments, plus the issue of costing.  The 
garment components described are listed below.  

(1) Fabric

(2) Dual-Layer System

(3) Hood/Mask Interface

(4) Articulated Knee and the Knee Pad Pocket

(5) Articulated Sleeve and Elbow Reinforcement

(6) Waist Belt and Torso

(7) Asymmetric Front Zipper and Left-Sleeve Doffing Zipper

(8) Field-Relief Zipper

(9) Closures

(10) Shoulder Stabilizer Strap and Hood Retention Flap

3.1 Fabric 
The GT strives to improve Warfighter comfort when situations require use of chemical 
protective garments in the various Mission Oriented Protective Posture (MOPP) levels.  A 
common issue with protective clothing is that it is often stiff, bulky, and uncomfortable.  Fabrics 
have generally had low breathability in an attempt provide the most protection.  Throughout the 
generations an effort was made by the GT to optimize comfort and protection.  In Generation 4 a 
permeable system was used, instead of the SPM system of the Generation 3 garment.  This use of 
a permeable system allowed the GT to return to traditional sewing without seam sealing because 
the permeable outer shell is reinforced with a full carbon under suit.  Fabric 53H was used in all 
Generation 2 and Generation 3 prototypes.4  While working well for certain applications, some 
test participants considered this fabric to be hot.  The process of finding new materials began 
again for the Generation 4 garment. 

Fabric for Generation 4 was sourced from Tex-Shield, Stedfast USA (formerly Donaldson 
Membranes), Purification Products, and Calgon Carbon.   

4 Fabric 53H is a tri-laminate composed of a microporous ePTFE membrane layered between a 100% polyester
woven shell fabric and a tricot knit liner made from polyester and carbon fibers. 
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Tex-Shield 
2300 M St. N.W. 
Suite 800 
Washington, DC 20037 
Telephone 202-973-3858 

Stedfast USA (formerly Donaldson Membranes) 
85 Railroad Dr. 
Ivyland, PA 18974 
Telephone 215-364-2900 

Purification Products 
Reliance Works 
Saltaire Road,  
Shipley 
West Yorkshire BD18 3HL, England 
Telephone +44 (0) 1274 530155 

Calgon Carbon Corporation 
P.O. Box 717 
Pittsburgh, PA 15230 
Telephone: 412-787-6700  

Three different types of shell fabrics were procured from two of the suppliers: 

 a non-laminated nylon/cotton and a non-laminated Nomex™ from Tex-Shield

 two versions of a Cordura laminated with an aerosol membrane by Stedfast USA

Five different carbon-containing fabrics were supplied by Tex-Shield, Purification Products, and 
Calgon (Zorflex®). 

Table 1 lists fabrics that were considered by the GT for Generation 4. The weight of each fabric 
was determined by the LEHP Materials Evaluation Team (MET).  All other data were obtained 
from the fabric manufacturers. 
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Table 1. Fabrics Considered by the GT for Generation 4. 

LEHP 
Code Supplier 

Cloth Characteristics - Shell 

Manu- 
facturer 

Style 
Number 

Fabric 
Structure 

Structure Type Fiber Blend 
Coloration 

Method 
Functional 
Treatment 

Weight 
(oz/sq.
yard) 

85M 
Stedfast 
USA 

laminate 

330d Cordura 
shell with 
microporous 
ePTFE 
membrane  

100% nylon 6,6  

330 denier 
(Cordura)  

jet dyed 
green 

microporous 
ePTFE, 
durable water 
repellent finish 

5.00 

78C 
Stedfast 
USA 

Job# 253 laminate 

330d Cordura 
shell with 
microporous 
ePTFE 
membrane and 
tricot backing 

100% nylon 6,6  

330 denier 
(Cordura) 
polyester tricot 
knit backing 

jet dyed 
green 

microporous 
ePTFE 
membrane, 
durable water 
repellent finish 

6.12 

31B 
Tex-
Shield 

Article 
00003 

woven non-FR multiple fibers 
universal 
camouflage  
print 

durable water- 
and oil-
repellent  

5.20 

61U 
Tex-
Shield 

Article 
00001 

woven n/a flame-resistant dyed green 
durable water- 
and oil-
repellent  

5.30 
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Table 1. Fabrics Considered by the GT for Generation 4 (continued). 

LEHP 
Code 

Supplier 

Cloth Characteristics- Liner 

Manu- 
facturer 

Style 
Number 

Fabric 
Structure 

Structure Type Fiber Blend 
Coloration 

Method 
Functional 
Treatment 

Weight
(oz/sq.
yard) 

13B 
Calgon 
Carbon 
(Zorflex) 

FM50K/
D201 

knit 

activated 
carbon knit 
laminated both 
sides w/ nylon 
knit 

100% nylon 

knit activated 
carbon 

nylon dyed 
black 

N/A 5.20

63A 
Purifica- 
tion 
Products 

PR6479/1B knit 

active carbon 
filter material, 
polyester/ 
elastane 2-way 
stretch jersey 
knit material 

polyester/ 
elastane 

carbon 

dyed black 
knit 

N/A 8.60 

40C 
Tex-
Shield 

Article 
00005 

laminate 

spherical 
carbon with 
multiple 
fabrics  

fiber 
combination 
with carbon 

dyed green  N/A 5.84 

54M 
Tex-
Shield 

Article 
00002 

laminate 
spherical 
carbon  

multiple fibers 
with carbon 

dyed black  N/A 6.74 

96X 
Tex-
Shield 

Article 
00004 

trilaminate 

spherical 
carbon with 
multiple 
fabrics 

fiber 
combination 
with carbon 

dyed gray  N/A 11.42 



3.1.1 Methods 
All fabrics chosen for possible use in the Generation 4 garment (see Table 1) were tested by the 
LEHP MET for seam strength using the JSLIST seam strength as a baseline.  All fabrics met or 
surpassed the seam strength in the corresponding shell or carbon layer except 13B, which was 
subsequently removed from the running for this reason. A variety of seam structures were used 
for this evaluation. For all fabrics the GT found that a flat felled seam provided the most 
strength.  For more information see Technical Report PHILA-LEHP-FR-09-02 Philadelphia 
University—Laboratory for Engineered Human Protection Final Report—Volume 2 of 8: 
Materials Evaluation Team.  

In an attempt to cut down on the thermal burden on wearers posed by multiple layers of fabric 
laminated together, two versions of Cordura were acquired from Stedfast USA to test the 
viability of using an unprotected membrane system.  One version (85M) featured a Cordura shell 
with the microporous ePTFE membrane, unprotected, and the second version (78C) featured the 
same structure with a tricot backer laminated onto the microporous ePTFE membrane to protect 
its fragile structure.  Plans were made to test fabric 85M in internal Human Factors evaluations 
to assess how the well the membrane would hold up with real-world use.  In the event that 85M 
was not deemed useable, 78C would replace it for further garment development.  

Also in an effort to reduce the thermal burden, Purification Products supplied a fabric (63A) with 
unprotected carbon powder adhered to a stretch knit.   

Tex-Shield supplied two non-membrane shells (31B and 61U) and three carbon bead laminated 
fabrics (40C, 54M, and 96X).  Two of the carbon fabrics, 40C and 54M, are non-stretch and 
were used in the Generation 4 loose undergarment. The third carbon bead laminated fabric from 
Tex-Shield, 96X, is a stretch fabric and was used in the Generation 3 and 4 fitted bodysuit 
undergarment.   

Because of limitations on fabric pairings another carbon fabric was sourced from Calgon Carbon 
(13B) to be paired with shell fabric from Stedfast USA.  Unfortunately this fabric did not meet 
the MET’s seam strength standards and was removed from consideration due to durability 
concerns.  
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Table 2. Pairings of Shell and Carbon Materials Considered by the GT for Generation 4. 

Pair Shell Carbon PhilaU HF 
NSRDEC 

HF 
FAST 

Contaminated 
Doffing 

1 31B 96X x x
2 31B 40C x x

3 31B 54M x

4 61U 54M x x
5 85M 63A x x
6 78C 63A x x x x

Fabrics were paired according to use limitations.  The first four pairings are Tex-Shield fabrics.  
Because Tex-Shield guarantees their shell fabrics only when paired with Tex-Shield carbon 
fabrics, their carbon and shell fabrics must be used together.  Fabric 61U is an FR fabric and, 
thus, could not be paired with any carbon fabric that would melt or drip, so 54M was the only 
available alternative.  As a nylon/cotton fabric 31B had no such restrictions but could be paired 
only with corresponding Tex-Shield carbons.  The 85M and 78C shells had no restrictions at all, 
and thus were paired with 63A. 

3.1.2 Results 
After multiple Human Factors trials and various model fittings 85M was evaluated and deemed 
unusable for LEHP’s Generation 4 garment.  After having been worn for two human factors 
evaluations and vetted by limited fittings for design presentations, garments constructed of 85M 
showed significant membrane wear at key stress points such as the knees, elbows and center-
front chest area, along with many other areas on the body (see Figures 4, 5, and 6). Degradation 
of the 85M membrane was also observed during production of the garment when sewing only 
two layers of fabric together. 

Test participants in the internal and NSRDEC Human Factors trials perceived no significant 
difference while trying on garments constructed from 85M and 78C.     
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Figure 4. Fabric 85M—Significant Wear at Center Front of Coverall. 
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Figure 5. Fabric 85M—Wear at Elbows on Coverall. 



Figure 6. Fabric 85M—Wear at Knees on Coverall. 

It was also observed after multiple Human Factors trials that the carbon liner fabric 63A showed 
some degradation of the integrity of the attached carbon powder.  Visible wear on the knees and 
some seams caused concern, although it is unknown how this wear affects the performance of 
this vital layer (see Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10).  A possible solution might be as easy as reinforcing 
key areas like the knees and elbows with another layer of the same fabric.  This reinforcement 
was not tested because it was unknown how the wear on the carbon actually affected the 
protection.  This fabric was judged by the soldiers in the NSRDEC Human Factors trial in 
November 2008 (report issued March 30, 2009; see Appendix A) to be the more comfortable 
carbon layer.  “Between the two long underwear garments featured in this evaluation (63A and 
96X), they [test participants] both preferred 63A, which they perceived as lighter weight and 
therefore cooler.”  
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Figure 7. Fabric 63A—Wear at Mid-Chest. 
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Figure 8. Fabric 63A—Wear at Elbow. 
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Figure 9. Fabric 63A—Wear at Back in Area of Seat/Field-Relief Zipper. 



Figure 10. Fabric 63A—Wear at Knees. 

Because the GT was not authorized to carry out penetration testing on the individual fabric pairs, 
the GT was unclear regarding the level of protection that each fabric provided.  The principal 
purpose of the LEHP undertaking is to improve comfort.  Therefore, when evaluating the data 
that were collected on fabrics that were made available to LEHP, the GT focused on fabrics that 
provided the most comfort. 

Despite visible wear on 63A the GT chose to continue moving forward with this fabric because 
its thermal resistance (Rct) and water vapor resistance (Ret) were much lower than most of the 
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other carbon fabrics5.  This fabric was also more breathable and received a very favorable 
response during Human Factors trials, and the fabric was generally well regarded by the GT 
researchers because of its light weight and perceived comfort.  Further support for 63A came 
from the regression analysis developed and analyzed by LEHP members Les Sztandera and Niny 
Rao, respectively.  The regression analysis is used to predict CALM scores for tactile comfort.6  
Fabric 63A scored very favorably in this assessment; this score, combined with all the favorable 
responses during Human Factors evaluation, caused 63A to become the front-runner for carbon 
fabrics to be sent to FAST and Contaminated Doffing evaluations.  Because of fabric 
combination use restrictions, 78C was chosen to be paired with 63A for all future FAST, 
Contaminated Doffing, and Human Factors evaluations of the Generation 4 garment. 

3.2 Dual-Layer System 
It was decided that the garment system in this prototype would be comprised of two parts: an 
outer shell that could ultimately be worn as an alternate duty uniform, and a separate disposable 
inner carbon liner.  One issue with integrated carbon suits used by the military today is the 
carbon’s shelf life.  Once the carbon’s life expires, disposal of the entire suit is necessary, 
resulting in much unnecessary waste and expense.  In an effort to be more cost-effective and 
conserve resources, LEHP created a garment that separates the disposable component from the 
reusable portion, thus extending the lifetime of the entire ensemble.   

In addition to cost and waste factors, it was discovered during Contaminated Doffing at Hazmat 
Sciences during testing of the Generation 3 garment that in the cases where the test participant 
wore the garment shell with a separate carbon bodysuit, the doffing was more successful: less 
contaminant was found on the body after completion of the doffing procedure.  In fact, in one 
test, use of the separate carbon bodysuit rendered the subject’s body 100% free of contaminants 
as determined by black-light inspection.  

3.2.1 Methods 
The Generation 4 prototype’s design allows the shell to be worn with two different liner styles.  
A Warfighter does not always know the situation to be faced, so the GT provided two carbon suit 
options to accommodate varying scenarios.  Both carbon suit styles are compatible with the 
Generation 4 shell. 

One style, the fitted bodysuit (shown in Figure 11), is made from a knitted stretch carbon fabric. 
This fitted bodysuit is a very comfortable option for situations in which the Warfighter knows he 
will be entering a chemically contaminated environment, and he has the time to remove his duty 
uniform before donning the carbon bodysuit and protective coverall shell.  In this case, the 
wearer is more comfortable for a longer period, because he is cooler without the additional 
insulation provided by a duty uniform. 

5 For more information about fabrics mentioned in this report, see Technical Report PHILA-LEHP-ME-TR-08-02, 
Consolidated Data on Fabric Construction. 
6 For information about the analysis process, see “Identification of the Most Significant Properties Influencing 
Tactile Fabric Comfort Using Regression Analysis.” Les M. Sztandera. February 2009. WSEAS Transactions on 
Computers.  Issue 2, Volume 8. 302–311. 
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Figure 11. Generation 4 Fitted Carbon Bodysuit. 

The fitted carbon bodysuit features a raglan sleeve with a small underarm gusset for increased 
flexibility and range of motion.  The bodysuit contains a slightly asymmetric front zipper, and a 
zipper stop shield to minimize abrasion and discomfort at the neck caused by the zipper tab.  To 
avoid “stacking” of the zipper tabs, the zipper on the fitted carbon bodysuit is positioned to 
terminate at the left side of the neck, which is opposite to the zipper termination on the outer 
shell.  The fitted bodysuit also includes a two-way field-relief zipper; its placement corresponds 
with the placement of the field-relief zipper in the outer shell.   

In instances where the soldier has to quickly don protection during a chemical attack, a loose 
carbon suit (shown in Figure 12) can be donned over the duty uniform and boots, and then 
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covered by the shell, much like the JSLIST.  This loosely fitting carbon suit is made from a 
laminated non-stretch fabric that contains carbon beads.  The loose carbon undergarment and the 
shell worn over a duty uniform are expected to be less comfortable than the carbon bodysuit and 
shell worn without a duty uniform because of the additional layers that could trap body heat.   

The fabrics selected for the carbon suits were appropriate for the styles.  A stretch fabric was 
used for the fitted bodysuit; a non-stretch material was used for the loose bodysuit.   

The stretch fabrics used were 63A and 96X. The non-stretch fabrics used were 54M and 40C. 

Figure 12. Generation 4 Loose Carbon Undergarment. 
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3.2.2 Human Factors Results 
During the NSRDEC Human Factors Evaluation it was noted that the loose carbon undergarment 
fit the test participants well, both when it was worn over the Army Combat Uniform (ACU) and 
when worn with only underwear.  The only discomfort noted was a participant’s reporting that 
once the Improved Outer Tactical Vest (IOTV) was donned, his neck felt more crowded by the 
loose carbon suit than when he wore the tight bodysuit.  This discomfort likely results because 
three layers (ACU, loose carbon suit, and shell) are worn with this configuration, but only two 
(carbon bodysuit and shell) with the other.  Participants did not notice any difference in comfort 
between the two fabrics used for the loose carbon suit: 54M and 40C.  

The test participants rated the tight bodysuit as “especially comfortable” and preferred 63A over 
96X because they thought 63A felt lighter, and, therefore, would be cooler in the long run.  For 
more details of this NSRDEC Human Factors evaluation, see Appendix A. 

A total of 19 Human Factors trials were undertaken at Philadelphia University from October 
2008 to July 2009 using the methodology described in Appendix B.  In the early trials it was 
noticed that the loose undergarment (worn with a t-shirt and shorts) was very tight across the 
back and shoulders while the wearer extended his arms forward.  This situation was remedied by 
revising the back of the loose undergarment to include a pleat at the neck, much like a dress shirt.  
Test participants also noted slight discomfort in the neck collar area on both the tight and loose 
carbon bodysuits.  The neck area was minimally redesigned on the carbon undergarments to 
improve comfort.  The loose carbon undergarment was revised very early in the Human Factors 
trials, and the rest of the trials were performed using the revised version. 

3.2.3 FAST Results 
The fitted carbon bodysuit style constructed of fabric 63A was used for all three FASTs 
performed at RTI.  (See Appendix C for LEHP planning notes for FAST and Appendix D for 
FAST results.)  No significant difference in protection was found, regardless of whether the 
carbon bodysuit leg cuffs were tucked into the combat boot or worn outside of the boot.   

3.2.4 Contaminated Doffing Results 
Undergarment fabric 63A was used for all three Contaminated Doffing trials.  The test 
participants preferred that the leg cuffs on the carbon layer be tucked into the combat boot.  
Participants believed that tucking the carbon layer into the boot made doffing easier; the carbon 
suit did not get stuck on the combat boot.  As a result, clean doffing was more likely.  For details 
of the Contaminated Doffing trials, see Appendix E. 

3.3 Hood/Mask Interface 
The interface between the hood and the mask is a critical area for maintaining the protective seal; 
this interface is also one of the most difficult areas in which to prevent penetration of 
contaminants.  Because of the concave shape of the JSGPM at the temple areas, the GT 
attempted to seal the area with filled pouches, a wire hood brim, and elastic canister loops.  In 
the efforts to optimize this interface, the GT has implemented numerous design changes in the 
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past four years.  The GT had to provide optimal comfort while the wearers bent their necks, and 
also provide full protection at this vital interface.   

At this intersection, the shell garment’s attached hood covers the wearer’s head and fastens 
around the mask.  Therefore, the challenge areas are at the forehead and eye/temple where a 
tightly closed seal is needed.  Bellowing is also a concern at this area; this vacuum effect can 
bring air and contaminants inside the garment. Secondarily, at this interface the hood/neck area 
of the protective garment wraps around and closes under the chin, covering the front zipper. 

3.3.1 Methods 

The hood neck flaps were significantly scaled down in the Generation 4 prototype to increase 
comfort and flexibility.  The large neck flaps and stiff fabric featured in the Generation 3 
garment created a “neck brace” effect that limited the wearer’s range of motion as he tried to 
move his head.  Because his head’s range of motion was limited, his field of vision was reduced.  
The Generation 4 hood/mask interface is illustrated in Figure 13.  The contrast between the 
Generation 3 and Generation 4 neck flaps is shown in Figures 14 and 15. 

Figure 13. Generation 4 Hood/Mask Interface. 

Temple pouches 
(internal) 
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Figure 14. Generation 3 Hood with Mask    Figure 15. Generation 4 Hood with Mask. 

In Generation 4 much of the design effort was focused under the chin area to lessen bulk while 
improving flexibility and fit.  The neck of the suit was narrowed; the front neck/chin height was 
raised and curved, the flaps were reshaped, and hook-and-loop fastener tape was narrowed and 
positioned horizontally to provide more comfort for head movements and better field of vision 
(see Figure 16).  



Figure 16. Generation 4 Interface under JSGPM. 

The temple pouches were extended to provide protection while accommodating a greater range 
of mask contours between the lens and canister area.  The brim shape was extended to expand 
protective coverage at the filter area.  A removable carbon brim rope cord was added to the 
center-front brim at the forehead area above the mask lens to create an additional layer of carbon 
barrier protection and to prevent liquid contamination of the wearer during the decontamination 
process. (Liquid contamination was experienced during the Generation 3 Contaminated Doffing 
tests.)  

The hood was designed with a construction seam over the crown (see Figure 17).  In Generation 
4 this seam was repositioned slightly in an effort to optimize fit and comfort.  This seam runs 
from the neck area up over the crown of the head to the neck area on the other side.  This 
modular feature allows additional options for mission-specific hood/mask interface 
manufacturing.  This seam provides unlimited opportunity for modularity in design development 
and application of mask frames to address mission-specific requirements. The overall garment 
style can remain consistent, and a variety of mask styles could be accommodated with minimal 
disruption in uniform availability.  A full uniform could be manufactured without the mask-
frame front panel, and orders could then be placed for suits with specific mask compatibility.  
The manufacturer would benefit economically by producing large numbers of the uniforms 
without the mask panel; sewing only one seam would fit the basic uniform to different masks.  
Once the mask-frame panel is attached is it not easily removed and will not be compatible with 
masks other than the one for which it was designed.  This option has the potential for translation 
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into cost savings because limited retooling for manufacturing would be required, and 
management of equipment storage and procurement efficiency would be improved.   

Figure 17. Generation 4 Hood/Mask Seam. 

The shell garment is intended to be worn with a separate carbon hood to protect the wearer’s face 
and head from contamination in areas not protected by the mask.  An initial design was used 
during Human Factors evaluation and the first two tests at FAST (see Figure 18).  Knitted inserts 
were used for the third test at FAST to try to cut down on simulant penetration at the temple area.  
During Contaminated Doffing three different inserts were used; knit, neoprene (see Figure 19) 
and filled pouches with an additional carbon cord around the opening (not pictured). 
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Figure 18. Generation 4 Carbon Hood Flat Sketch. 



Photo A Photo B Photo C 

Figure 19. Carbon Hood without Modifications (Photo A), with Knitted Insert Modification 
(Photo B), and with Neoprene Modification (Photo C).  

3.3.2 Human Factors Results 
During Human Factors Evaluations at NSRDEC, the neck interface breach point that was 
apparent in the Generation 3 garment under the neck flaps (beneath the chin) was rectified in the 
Generation 4 garment by extending the center front neck length to reach right under the mask.  
The addition of elastic on this edge under the chin and new placement of hook-and-loop tape 
provided an interface in the Generation 4 garment without any place where the researcher at 
NSRDEC could find a breach like that of the Generation 3 garment.  With Generation 4 the test 
participant still had difficulty closing the hood/mask interface without help of the researcher.  
Making the closures simpler and more user-friendly was recommended.  The researcher found it 
difficult to achieve and maintain a smooth interface at the neck flaps.  GT members have not 
found achieving a smooth interface difficult—perhaps due to familiarity with the garment.  
Participants in LEHP HF evaluations rated the closure at the front neck edge to be relatively 
comfortable. (See Appendix B for more details of this and other LEHP HF Evaluation results.) 

A snag hazard was brought to the attention of the GT during the NSRDEC Human Factors 
evaluations; the canister loops protruded while the test subject was not wearing the hood (see 
Figure 20). 
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Figure 20. Canister Loop Protruding from Hood. 

There was also concern that the wire brim would poke into the wearer’s neck when the hood was 
not donned (see Figure 21).  This seemed to pose more of a problem while the test participant 
was wearing the IOTV, which compressed the neck area. 

Figure 21. Wire Brim Poking Neck of Participant Wearing IOTV. 

During Human Factors evaluations at Philadelphia University participants’ evaluation of the 
comfort and range of motion of the hood were generally positive.  The mean rating for hood 
comfort was on the comfortable end of the rating scale.  However, it was often noted that there 
was minor restriction in the neck and head area due to the garment’s shell.  Participants 
experienced slight restriction while attempting to turn the head side to side.  Audible hook-and-
loop noise was also noticed while lifting the head up and down.   

A few participants at Philadelphia University noted discomfort due to the wire brim’s poking 
into their necks or ears while the hood was stowed.  However, a direct correlation cannot be 
made to the study done by NSRDEC because Philadelphia University does not have access to 
the IOTV, which seemed to create the most discomfort for this area. 
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3.3.3 FAST Results 
The July 2009 RTI FAST was very enlightening for the GT. Excerpts from the RTI report on this 
testing are below. For more information about the report results, see Appendix D.  The 
photographs in this subsection are from that report. 

The JSGPM was used in all the July 2009 FAST tests.  The Test 17 hood and mask configuration 
are shown in Figure 22. 

Figure 22. Generation 4 Test 1 Hood/Mask Interface. 

Test 1: “There was a distinct, bright line of deposited aerosol near the right temple, possibly 
indicating a localized breach of the hood-mask interface. The head and neck otherwise appeared 
clean” [Figure 23]. 

This minor blow-through at the hood/mask interface was similar to that seen with the Generation 
3 garment.   

7 In the RTI report, this test is identified as Test 1812.
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Figure 23. Generation 4 Hood/Mask Interface FAST Test 1 Results—Clean Head and Neck 
Except for Deposits on Temple. 
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Test 2:8 “A small, yellow track mark was seen at both temples. The sides of the face and the ears 
had a light blue haze of deposited aerosol. The “clean” areas under the mask harness straps were 
clearly visible and are indicated here by the red arrows” [Figure 24].  

Figure 24. Generation 4 Hood/Mask Interface FAST Test 2 Results—Light Deposits on Sides of 
Face and Ears. 

8 In the RTI report, this test is identified as Test 1813.
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Identical carbon hoods were used in the first two FAST tests.  Before the third test small 
semicircles of rib knit fabric were added at the temples of the carbon hood (see Figure 25) in an 
attempt to eliminate the contaminant penetrating at the temple area.  This addition seemed to 
help limit the amount of contaminant present on the head, but haze was still present around the 
ear area (see Figure 26).   

Photo A Photo B  

Figure 25. Carbon Hood without Modifications—Tests 1 and 2 (Photo A) and with Knitted Insert 
Added for Test 3 (Photo B). 

Test 3: 9“There was a light blue haze around the ears. The bright spot on the upper left forehead 
due to the natural fluorescence of the test participant’s skin, as seen in the background photos” 
[Figure 26]. 

9 In the RTI report, this test is identified as Test 1814.



Figure 26. Generation 4 Hood/Mask Interface FAST Test 3 Results—Only Light Haze around 
Ears. 

3.3.4 Contaminated Doffing Results 
Small amounts of contaminant were found on the head area after going through the doffing 
procedure.  Most of the contaminant showed up on the head as blue smudges from the decon 
water.  In contrast to FAST, during Contaminated Doffing tests the participant is not subjected to 
exposure of the contaminant for a great length of time, and does not make as many movements 
while in the chamber, so the bellows effect is lessened.  Therefore, significant contamination 
onto the body was not expected.  As can be seen in the report prepared by Hazmat Science 
Applications (Appendix E), these expectations were justified.  The blue decon solution present 
on the forehead came from one of the assistants bumping his hand against the test participant’s 
head during the doffing procedure.  (See Appendix F for LEHP planning notes for Contaminated 
Doffing evaluation and Appendix G for the procedure used during the evaluation.) 
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3.4 Articulated Knee and the Knee-Pad Pocket 
To provide freedom of movement and offer a better ergonomic design, articulated knees are part 
of the design of the coverall (see Figure 27).  The knee-pad pocket (attached to the outside of the 
garment so that an extra layer of protection is provided by a removable neoprene knee pad; see 
Figures 27 and 28) was modified from earlier designs.  This integrated pocket reduces the gear 
burden imposed on the soldier; carrying separate knee pads is not required.     

3.4.1 Methods 
The knee area was slightly redesigned for the Generation 4 garment to provide more articulation 
in this area and to expand the range of motion.  The knee-pad pocket was lengthened to 
accommodate wearers of a wider range of heights, and the trouser was narrowed to reduce noise 
from fabric rubbing while walking. 

Figure 27. Generation 4 Articulated Knees. 
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Figure 28. Generation 4 Knee and Knee-Pad Pocket. 

Knee-pad straps were added to help control placement of the knee pad to provide additional 
comfort and protection, as well as to help minimize the noise of fabric rubbing while the wearer 
walks or runs.  These straps also assist with positioning of the knee pad to assure maximum 

range of motion in leg-
lifting movements.  The 
first knee-pad strap design 
is shown in Figure 29.  

Figure 29. Generation 4 
First Knee-Pad Strap. 

After the first knee-pad 
strap was attached and 
evaluated during internal 
Human Factors, a new 
system was devised to help 
cinch the back of the knee 
more evenly so fabric did 
not bunch in any one area.  
The straps were also 

placed within inside channels to remove the snag hazard the straps posed while exposed.   
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Figure 30. Generation 4 Final Knee-Pad Strap.  

3.4.2 Human Factors Results 
Redesign of the knee and knee-pad pocket from Generation 3 to Generation 4 was well received 
during Human Factors at NSRDEC, but there was some concern that the knee pad was shifting 
toward the inner knee when the test participant was not wearing an ACU underneath.  This 
feedback and the desire to cut down on any noise from rubbing fabric spawned the idea to add 
built-in knee-pad straps.  The garment was not sent back to NSRDEC for new evaluation of this 
addition but was tested numerous times at Philadelphia University.  The conclusion was that the 
knee-pad straps helped to control the knee pad’s placement and reduced the bulk at the knees, 
which minimized noise while walking or running.   
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Photo A                                          Photo B  

Figure 31. Generation 4 Before (Photo A) and After (Photo B) Addition of Knee-Pad Straps. 

3.5 Articulated Sleeve and Elbow Reinforcement 
3.5.1 Methods 
To enhance comfort while bending at the elbow, the GT reshaped the elbow, creating a more 
ergonomic design.  In Generation 4 the elbow area reinforcement (introduced in Generation 2 ) 
was extended to the shoulder for roll-over protection. 

Figure 32. Generation 4 Articulated Sleeve and Reinforcement of Elbow. 

3.5.2 Human Factors Results 
During NSRDEC Human Factors testing the elbow reinforcement patch was again found to be 
satisfactory. While the subject is in the prone position, low crawl, or high crawl, the elbow 

Elbow Reinforcement 
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reinforcement patch is positioned correctly on the body.  This elbow reinforcement patch was 
positioned well in Generation 3, so no changes were made in Generation 4. 

3.6 Waist Belt and Torso 
To accommodate a range of sizes and to prevent the crotch and knee of this roomy garment from 
hanging too low, a rear waist cinch (made of shock cord) was used in Generations 2 and 3.  The 
cinch was positioned internally to reduce visible detection and eliminate snag risk.   

However, the waist belt in these generations did not provide an adequate, comfortable method 
for drawing in the waist.  Between Generation 3 FAST tests, a wide elastic belt was inserted in 
place of the shock cord. 

3.6.1 Methods 
Because of the favorable response to the wide elastic belt added during the third FAST 
evaluation on the Generation 3 garment, the elastic belt system was basically unchanged for the 
Generation 4 garment.  The only enhancement was adding corresponding VELCRO patches on 
the inside of the garment so the belt can be worn in a relaxed position.  

The elastic adjustable (hook-and-loop) internal belt (see Figure 33) not only provides waist-
position control, but it also supports the garment in a partially doffed position that could be used 
to reduce heat during lower threat/downtime.   

Figure 33. Generation 4 Waist Belt. 



As a result of Philadelphia University Human Factors observations of Generation 3, in 
Generation 4 the garment’s torso length was reduced by two inches to improve the wearer’s 
walking, bending, and kneeling mobility. During all Human Factors evaluations, no discomfort 
was reported from this shortening of the torso. 

3.6.2 Human Factors Results 
During March 2009 Human Factors evaluation at NSRDEC it was noted that, “Unlike prior HFE 
evaluations of coverall style garments, no TP reported a baggy crotch, despite differences in [TP] 
torso and leg lengths.  Furthermore, the waist adjustment was easy to use and comfortable to 
wear” (see Appendix A). 

The waist belt helps to accommodate a wider range of sizes in the garment because the belt 
allows the wearer to secure the garment at the appropriate place on his body, thus preventing a 
low-hanging crotch and restriction of movement while bending the knees.  (This problem had 
been experienced in prior generations before the addition of a waist belt.) 

Test participants during Philadelphia University Human Factors trials noted that although the 
waist belt helped to keep the crotch and waist in the correct place, the belt was often pulled up 
too high on the torso due to lifting the arms over the head.  Readjusting the belt was necessary 
after completing a task that required this motion.  Because protective vests were not available to 
Philadelphia University at this time, it is unknown if a vest worn over the garment would prevent 
the belt from shifting upward during arm movement.  

3.6.3 Contaminated Doffing Results 
Test assistants suggested offsetting the hook-and-loop belt opening to the left to correspond 
better with the asymmetric front zipper opening.  The belt was shifted in the garment, and the 
belt proved to be easier to open when it was closer to the front zipper opening.  

3.7 Asymmetric Front Zipper and Left-Sleeve Doffing Zipper 
The zipper opening in a protective garment plays a vital role in how successfully the wearer is 
able to doff the garment when it is contaminated.  Therefore, the GT tried to design an 
innovative “peel off” system that would simplify the doffing procedure.   

3.7.1 Methods 
As with earlier generations, in Generation 4 an asymmetric front zipper was placed into the 
garment; the zipper begins to the right of center front at the neck and ends at the left mid-thigh 
(see Figure 2).  The zipper is a water-resistant YKK coil zipper (YKK URETEK Part# CT40L-
86-DABL E 5/8) that is covered by an outer flap of the shell material with hook-and-loop
fastener tape closures.10

10 The GT investigated waterproof and other water-resistant zippers from YKK and Riri, but concluded that the 
water-resistant YKK zipper used for earlier generations was appropriate for this generation, which is a permeable 
system and does not require a waterproof zipper. The zipper used in earlier generations proved to be satisfactory in 
HF and other evaluations. 
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A left-sleeve doffing zipper was used again; it begins at the left neck seam and continues down 
the left sleeve, ending between the elbow and the wrist.  Like the front zipper, this sleeve zipper 
is also covered with a shell material flap and with hook-and-loop closures.   

3.7.2 Human Factors Results 
During NSRDEC Human Factors evaluation (see Appendix A) researchers noted that test 
participants almost always forgot to use the left-sleeve doffing zipper when removing the 
garment.  The evaluators mentioned that the sleeve zipper might not be necessary.  The GT notes 
that the sleeve-doffing zipper has been reported to be very useful while doffing the garment 
when contaminated; opening the zipper is not necessary when the garment is not contaminated.   

No discomfort caused by these doffing zippers was reported during any Human Factors testing or 
outside testing at FAST or Contaminated Doffing.   

3.7.3 Contaminated Doffing Results 
Test participants liked the style of the zippers, and especially the way the sleeve zipper allowed 
the user to peel the garment off.  Participants expressed their belief that the sleeve zipper helped 
them avoid brushing the contaminated side of the garment against their bodies and against the 
carbon suit.  No penetration of contaminant simulants onto the body was noted along the zipper 
lines.   

3.8 Field-Relief Zipper 
In a coverall style garment a field-relief zipper is essential to the wearer’s comfort as it 
eliminates the need to take off all gear and the entire ensemble to relieve oneself.   

3.8.1 Methods 
A two-way water-resistant zipper was implemented in the very first prototype and has remained 
virtually unchanged throughout the design process.  The zipper begins at waist level at center 
front and ends at waist level at center back (see Figure 34).  A flap of shell fabric protects the 
zipper from the outside.  A corresponding zipper was placed on the carbon bodysuit as well to 
facilitate field relief. 

The field-relief zipper in the coverall is YKK URETEK Part# CT40L-86-DABL E 5/8.  The 
field-relief zipper in the carbon bodysuit is YKK continuous coil zipper size #5. 
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Figure 34. Field-Relief Zipper. 

3.8.2 Human Factors Results 
During NSRDEC Human Factors evaluation the researcher found that the carbon undergarment 
and the shell garment zippers correspond well with each other but if an ACU or even just 
personal underwear were worn with the garments, using the opening created for solid waste 
relief would be very difficult (see Appendix A).  No discomfort was reported from this zipper.   

3.9 Closures 
3.9.1 Methods 
Closures, in particular zippers, must address a number of challenges. Where closures marry at 
least two fabrics and where these openings must be backed by carbon interfaces, the GT had to 
consider a number of issues: performance against chemical agents, flexibility, price point, ease of 
use (opening and closing), availability (in stock or special order), closure placement (center front 
vs. off to the side, pit-zip venting, etc.), and applications in manufacturing (welded, stitched, flap 
over), and integrity of seal. The latter issue was of particular concern in the RTI FAST testing.  
During the development of the Generations 1 through 3 garments many zipper closure systems 
were investigated, and the GT found that a YKK water-resistant zipper worked best for its needs 
and thus continued to use the same type of zipper for the Generation 4 garment.   
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To facilitate the use of the zipper while wearing gloves, as is commonly necessary with this type 
of garment, the GT placed a zipper grab tab at the termination of the zipper on the left front thigh 
to give the wearer an anchor point to hold onto while pulling the zipper to the neck. 

Figure 35. Zipper Grab Tab. 

3.9.2 FAST Results 
During FAST orange simulant was noticed in the zipper teeth on the front and sleeve zippers.  It 
did not appear that any of the simulant penetrated through the zipper onto the carbon 
undergarment. 

3.10 Shoulder Stabilizer Strap and Hood Retention Flap 
3.10.1 Methods 
During a September 2007 visit to Cherry Point Marine base the Generation 3 garment was shown 
to a group of Marine fliers.  During a gear-donning demonstration and discussion, uniform 
shoulder displacement of the current Marine-issued flight suit was seen to result from gear 
straps. The GT designed an internal shoulder mesh / elastic stabilizer strap for Generation 4 (see 
Figure 36).  This feature was intended to control the garment’s position on the shoulder, resisting 
shoulder slide-off caused by gear straps, and preventing the resulting restriction of head 
movement.  Incorporating elastic into this addition helped to prevent any movement restriction.  

A hood retention flap was also added in Generation 4 to keep the hood out of the wearer’s way 
when it is not required. 
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Figure 36. Generation 4 Shoulder Stabilizer and Hood Retention Flap. 

3.10.2 Human Factors Results 
At NSRDEC Human Factors it was noted that the shoulder stabilizer strap was self-adjusting, 
which is a plus, and the test participants did not notice any discomfort due to this addition.   

The hood retention flap added in Generation 4 proved to be useful in restraining and stowing the 
hood while the test participant wore the garment without the hood donned.   

3.11 Costing 
3.11.1 Methods 
To produce an estimated cost, the GT capitalized on the multiple garments production for FAST, 
Contaminated Doffing, and MET testing on the articulated manikin.  During the small-scale 
production for the Generation 4 prototype shell, each sewing operation was timed at the local 
company that manufactured Generation 4 garments for LEHP. 

3.11.2 Results 
Having added the total minutes for the sewing operations, the GT estimates that two hours and 
fifty minutes are required to complete the Generation 4 coverall shell.  At $15 per hour the price 
for labor costs would be $42.50.  However, fabric is often the most expensive part of this type of 
garment.   

The following fabric utilizations were found by making a paper marker by hand.  (The patterns 
were not yet digitized into the Gerber system.) 
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 The Generation 4 shell requires 4.5 yards of 60-inch-wide fabric.

 The tight carbon bodysuit requires 3 yards of 50-inch-wide fabric.

 The loose carbon bodysuit needs 3.33 yards of 50-inch-wide fabric.

Fabric prices vary greatly according to the types of fabric and the size of the lot ordered.  Shell 
fabric 78C was estimated at $33 per yard.  Carbon-undergarment fabric 63A was estimated at 
$10.39 per yard. 

Producing the Generation 4 shell would cost a total of: $191 (excluding fastener and thread 
costs). 

$42.50 + (4.5 x $33) = $191 

Due to time restrictions a labor-cost time study was not done for the tight or loose carbon 
undergarment.  Because both carbon suits are simple designs compared to the shell, the GT 
estimates that each would require no more than one-half hour to complete. 

$7.50 + (3 x $10.39) = $38.67 

An estimated total cost for the Generation 4 garment shell and carbon ensemble would be about:  
$229.67 (excluding fastener and thread costs, manufacturer’s overhead and markup, etc.).  Costs 
in a large-scale production environment are estimated to be lower than that found in this limited 
production run. 



4. Conclusions
4.1 Fabric 
Fabric 63A was preferred for the undergarment fabric by test participants; this finding was 
confirmed by internal testing and the regression analysis of comfort factors.   

4.2 Dual-Layer System 
The dual-layer system was key to the great success experienced at Contaminated Doffing.  Of the 
two styles of undergarments presented, test participants preferred the tight carbon bodysuit rather 
than the loose carbon bodysuit.   

4.3 Hood/Mask Interface 
The hood/mask interface was significantly improved over time; continuing spiral development of 
this interface led to many novel design ideas and improvements in protection.  Increased 
protection at this vital interface was documented through FAST and Human Factors evaluations.  
Though this interface has seen many improvements, it continues to be an area of focus for 
maximum protection, comfort, performance, and achievement of a snug fit, especially at the 
contours such as the temple and forehead areas. 

4.4 Articulated Knee and Knee-Pad Pocket 
The newly reshaped articulated knee was well-liked by test participants.  Addition of the knee 
control straps helped to control the knee pad position on the wearer, and reduced fabric rubbing 
and friction noise from movement.  

4.5 Articulated Sleeve and Elbow Reinforcement 
The shaped elbow reinforcement is successful in providing abrasion resistance in areas that the 
subject may wear through in a regular duty uniform.  The reinforcement from the upper wrist to 
the lower shoulder area provides an extra layer of fabric to protect against any wear to the main 
body of the suit. 

4.6 Waist Belt and Torso 
The newly designed elastic waist belt proved to be successful in holding the shell’s knees and 
crotch in the appropriate places on the body and for positioning the waist on various wearers’ 
torsos.  The elastic waist belt also helped to eliminate any restriction of movement that would 
result from the garment’s crotch hanging low while the wearer tried to lift his knees or climb.   

4.7 Asymmetrical Front Zipper and Left-Sleeve Zipper 
Design of the asymmetric front zipper and the left-sleeve zipper continued to be well received 
during Human Factors trials and during Contaminated Doffing.  Zipper placement remained 
mostly unchanged during the prototype generations because of the favorable earlier design that 
carried through.   
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4.8 Field Relief Zipper 
The double-ended field relief zipper has been a successful design feature throughout the entire 
project.  It has generated positive responses during Human Factors evaluations and remains 
largely unchanged through the multiple generations of garments. 

4.9 Closures 
For purposes of the LEHP garment a YKK water-resistant coil zipper was found to be 
satisfactory for all the zippers located at the front, the left sleeve, and the crotch (for field relief).   

4.10 Shoulder Stabilizer Strap and Hood Retention Flap 
The shoulder stabilizer was found to be self-adjusting and, thus, easy to use.  The hood retention 
flap was able to restrain the hood in instances when hood was in the stowed position.   
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5. Recommendations
Following are recommendations of the GT based on comprehensive testing of the Generation 4 
garments, together with the design and scheduled testing of Generation 5 and subsequent LEHP 
generations. 

1. Create a two-piece ensemble exploring both fixed and removable hood
systems.

2. Conduct the following tests on garments:

a. FAST at RTI to provide information on aerosol blowthrough
penetration at interfaces such as wrists, ankles, hood/mask, and zippers
while motion routines are performed in a controlled environment.

b. Contaminated Doffing at Hazmat Sciences to provide information on
contaminant transferred onto the body during the doffing of the
contaminated garment.  This is an important test as it validates the
design of the garment system and ensures a clean removal of the
garment after exposure to contaminants.

c. Protection Factor testing at Edgewood Chemical and Biological Center
to provide data feedback on the impact of the garment system
hood/mask interface on the integrity of the seal of the mask.

d. Human Factors evaluations at both NSRDEC and Philadelphia
University so that motion-routine studies can provide significant data
about human subjects’ perceived comfort, and about the ability of the
wearers to perform discrete and mission-relevant movements.  This
evaluation also provides for observation of ease of donning and
doffing.

3. Produce multiple garments for field testing using multiple human participants
to provide feedback on all areas of concern noted throughout the report. Field
testing would be conducted with NSRDEC’s concurrence and involvement if
funding (whether from LEHP and/or NSRDEC) permits.

4. Continue to investigate developmental and commercial fabrics available in the
industry (including those developed jointly with LEHP), as well as their
acceptability in future garment designs.
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Appendix A 
Reprint of Final Test Report: Limited Human Factors Evaluation of the LEHP Chemical 
Biological Protective Garment—Generation 4 Prototype—March 30, 2009

Reprint starts on next page. 
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Appendix B  
Human Factors Evaluation at Philadelphia University

B.1 Introduction
The long-term goal of the LEHP project is to create a military garment prototype that provides an 
optimal combination of protection while retaining sufficient comfort to enable the users to wear 
the garments under ambient conditions and “closed tight” during threats for the required amount 
of time.  One important component in achieving this goal is obtaining psychophysical 
assessments of garment comfort from participants as they wear and use the garment.  Human 
Factors testing was used to assess LEHP-designed and constructed garments before and after the 
completion of motion routines established to evaluate garment integrity and comfort of the 
Generation 4 garments.  Human participants completed the sequential steps of an established 
motion routine that simulates soldier movements to enable assessment of durability of seams and 
other features of the garment, and identify pressure points and comfort/discomfort features. 

The series of tests on Generation 4 garment systems was performed at Philadelphia University in 
conjunction with the LEHP Biophysics team.  The motion routine is based on that done at 
NSRDEC.  Once the selected number of trials had been completed the Biophysics team analyzed 
the data for scientific validity.  Results from one Generation can then be compared to another 
Generation prototype.   

B.2 Methods
B.2.1 Participants
Participants were nineteen median-size males recruited from the Philadelphia University 
community.  Participants were treated in accordance with the APA’s Ethical Principles of 
Psychologists and Code of Conduct.  The studies were carried out with approval by the 
University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) under a protocol sanctioned by the Human 
Research Protection Office at Fort Detrick.

B.2.2 Materials
Four shell components (85M, 31B, 61V, and 78C) and four carbon components (63A, 40C, 96X, 
and 54M) were paired to construct five different overall garment configurations.  These 
configurations were as follows:  85M/63A (one trial), 31B/40C (two trials), 31B/96X (seven 
trials), 31B/54M (five trials), and 78C/63A (four trials).

B.2.3 Characteristics Evaluated
A seventeen-item Human Factors Evaluation Questionnaire (see B.2.4) was used to document 
participants' evaluation of the comfort of various aspects of the garment.  Answers to all 
questions but one were provided along a seven-point, forced-choice, Likert-style scale along a 
comfort dimension particular to that question (ex., Very Uncomfortable to Very Comfortable). 
The other question was a qualitative question concerning areas of potential binding (Are there 
places in which the garment felt tight or was binding?  Please list all areas that apply.).
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Questions covered a broad range of sensory characteristics as follows: 

 three questions concerning fabric characteristics (thermal comfort, scratchiness,
stiffness);

 five questions concerning garment characteristics (comfort of the seams, comfort of the
closure at the front next edge, comfort of the garment attachment to the gloves, comfort
of the garment attachment to the boots, comfort of the weight of the garment);

 three questions concerning range of motion (in the legs, in the arms, and overall range of
motion);

 one qualitative question concerning areas of potential tightness or binding;

 two questions concerning the hood (comfort of the hood, and range of motion of the hood
area);

 one question concerning the ease of donning the garment;

 two questions concerning the heat factor associated with wearing the suit (with and
without the mask).

B.2.4 Questionnaire
The Human Factors Evaluation questionnaire follows.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

Now, please answer the following questions by circling the appropriate number. 

Fabric Characteristics 

1. Please assess the thermal comfort of the fabric.

     Very Neither Cool       Very 
     Cool                nor Warm   Warm 

      1  2  3 4    5 6        7 

2. Please assess the stiffness of the fabric.

Very      Very 
Soft      Stiff 

        1 2 3       4    5 6        7 
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3. Please assess the scratchiness of the fabric.

Very       Very 
Smooth       Itchy 

         1           2 3       4    5 6       7 

Garment Characteristics 

4. Please assess the comfort of the seams of the garment.

       Very     Neither Comfortable     Very 
Uncomfortable             nor Uncomfortable            Comfortable 

         1   2 3       4    5 6        7 

5. Please assess the comfort of the closure at the front neck edge.

       Very     Neither Comfortable     Very 
Uncomfortable             nor Uncomfortable            Comfortable 

         1   2 3       4    5 6        7 

6. Please assess the comfort of the garment attachment to the gloves.

       Very     Neither Comfortable     Very 
Uncomfortable             nor Uncomfortable            Comfortable 

         1   2 3       4    5 6        7 

7. Please assess the comfort of the garment attachment to the boots.

       Very     Neither Comfortable     Very 
Uncomfortable             nor Uncomfortable            Comfortable 

         1   2 3       4    5 6        7 
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8. Please assess the comfort of the weight of the garment.

       Very           Neither Light      Very 
      Light                  nor Heavy         Heavy 

         1 2 3         4       5    6          7 

9. Please assess the range of motion in the legs of the garment.

Not at All    Extremely 
Restricted    Restricted 

         1 2 3         4       5    6          7 

10. Please assess the range of motion in the arms of the garment.

Not at All     Extremely 
Restricted     Restricted 

         1 2 3 4        5 6           7 

11. Please assess the range of motion of the overall garment.

   Not at All     Extremely 
    Restricted            Restricted 

         1 2 3 4        5 6           7 

12. Are there places in which the garment felt tight or was binding?  Please list all areas that
apply:

________________________________________________________________ 
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13. Please assess the comfort of the hood.

       Very     Neither Comfortable     Very 
Uncomfortable             nor Uncomfortable            Comfortable 

         1   2 3       4    5 6        7 

14. Please assess the range of motion in the hood area.

Not at All     Extremely 
Restricted     Restricted 

         1 2 3 4        5 6           7 

15. Please rate the ease of putting on the garment.

Not at All      Extremely 
Difficult       Difficult 

         1 2 3 4        5 6           7 

16. Please rate the heat factor while wearing the full suit (including mask).

      Very    Neither Hot Very 
      Cool            nor cool Hot 

         1 2 3 4        5 6       7 

17. Please rate the heat factor while wearing the full suit without mask and hood donned.

      Very    Neither Hot Very 
      Cool            nor cool Hot 

         1  2  3  4        5                6       7 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
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B. 2.5 Procedure
Participants were recruited from the Philadelphia University community.  Upon arrival at the
Human Factors Evaluation (HFE) Lab, each participant was briefed on the purpose and general
procedures of the study.  After signing the informed consent form, the participant provided
demographic information and was measured on applicable body dimensions to determine the
best fit sizes for ancillary items (chemical-biological (CB) and mission gear).  The participant
then changed into LEHP-supplied t-shirt and gym shorts.  LEHP staff provided the
appropriately-sized Generation 4 garment and assisted the participant in the donning of the
garment.  Donning was completed according to the prescribed donning procedure written by the
LEHP staff.  Participants then completed the seventeen-question Human Factors Evaluation
Questionnaire (see B.2.4).

Following completion of the questionnaire, participants completed two sets of prescribed motion 
routine.  The routines included specified movements such as standing, walking, bending, 
squatting, twisting, running in place, dropping to a prone position, and rolling over on the back. 
The motions—simulated common field motions—were designed to provide stress to the garment 
and to the various closures.  The first routine, modeled after NSRDEC human factors testing, 
consisted of the followed specified movements. 

Discrete Movements.  Participants executed a series of discrete body movements designed to 
assess whether protective interfaces stay in place and if the overall CB ensemble was 
uncomfortable or restrictive.  Participants were instructed to: 

1. Rotate head 90 degrees to left

2. Rotate head 90 degrees to right

3. Look up at ceiling

4. Look down at floor

5. Raise both arms above head simultaneously

6. Spread arms out fully to side, then raise above head, simultaneously

7. Place hands behind head and twist side-to-side at waist

8. Raise extended leg as high as possible, forward (left and right)

9. Raise extended leg as high as possible, backward (left and right)

10. Bend knee and raise as high as possible towards chest (left and right)

To determine whether protective interfaces stay in place Participants then completed the second 
motion routine, a more demanding sequence of movements of greater complexity. 
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Mission-Relevant Movements (Tasks).  The Task Sequence consisted of the following 
movements: 

1. Perform low crawl

2. Kneel on both knees and rise without using hands

3. Take a knee (i.e. kneel on one knee, then rise)

4. Squat

5. Make climbing motion (using chair)

6. Step over 27-inch-high metal barrier, left foot first

7. Step over 27-inch-high metal barrier, right foot first

8. Hold and aim weapon in standing position (using realistically weighted mock M-4 carbine
from HFE lab) (Optional)

During each motion sequence, participants were encouraged to identify any concerns about the 
garment, focusing particular attention to any clothing/gear slippage or breach at the interface 
points.  LEHP staff provided a quick visual and tactile check of the garment following any 
reported slippage or breach at an interface.  If they become uncomfortable or fatigued, 
participants were permitted to remove the mask and take a rest break at any point during 
evaluation activities.  Participants were encouraged to hydrate between the Discrete Movement 
Sequence and the Task Sequence.  LEHP staff provided constant monitoring for signs of extreme 
fatigue or overheating (red face, labored breathing, copious sweating). 

Following completion of the motion routines, the participant doffed all test items, solo, in proper 
doffing sequence. After doffing, the participant completed the HFE questionnaire again. 

Throughout testing, participants were encouraged to provide additional observations regarding 
comfort (such as pressure, confinement, rubbing, chafing, and thermal discomfort) and the 
experience of donning and doffing the garment.  All supplemental information was recorded 
during discussion with the participants. 

B.3 Results
B.3.1 Introduction
Survey items were used to create six summary variables reflecting dimensions of the garment.
These summary variables included:

Fabric Characteristics—Summary variable reflecting the three individual questions 
concerning thermal comfort, stiffness, and scratchiness. 

Garment Characteristics—Summary variable reflecting the five individual questions 
concerning comfort of the seams, neck closure, gloves attachment, boot attachment and 
overall garment weight. 
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Hood—Summary variable reflecting the two individual questions concerning comfort of the 
hood, and range of motion with the hood. 

Range of Motion—Summary variable reflecting the three individual questions concerning 
range of motion of the arms and legs as well as ratings of overall motion. 

Heat Factor—Summary variable reflecting the two individual questions concerning the heat 
factor associated with wearing the garment (with and without the mask). 

Donning Ease—Summary variable reflecting the single question concerning the ease of 
donning and doffing the garment. 

Analysis of variance was conducted to assess differences between the various garment 
configurations for each of these summary variables. 

B.3.2 Fabric Characteristics
Mean ratings of questions pertaining to fabric characteristics (thermal comfort, stiffness, and
scratchiness) indicated strong acceptance of these characteristics of the fabrics evaluated.
Thermal comfort across all garments was rated in a range indicating neutral heat loading (M =
4.58 [0.96] on a 7-point scale where 7 indicated very comfortable),  Ratings of Stiffness (M =
2.84 [0.96]) and Scratchiness (M = 2.89 [0.88]) were in the range indicating perceptions of
relative softness and smoothness, respectively.  Analysis of variance did not indicate any
significant difference among the different garment configurations with respect to the fabric
characteristics (F (4, 14) = 1.71, p < 0.20)

B.3.3 Garment Characteristics
Garment characteristics (seam comfort, neck closure, glove attachment, boot attachment, and
overall weight) were generally well rated for the various configurations (see Table B-1; higher
scores indicate greater perception of comfort).  Each individual characteristic was rated on the
comfortable end of the rating scale.  Analysis of variance did not indicate any significant
difference among the different garment configurations with respect to the garment characteristics
(F (4, 14) = 0.75, p < 0.58).

Table B-1.  Mean Ratings for each of Five Garment Characteristics for Generation 4 Garment 
Configurations. 

Characteristic Mean Standard Deviation

Seam Comfort 4.74 1.05 

Neck Closure 3.63 1.38 

Glove Attachment 5.16 1.21 

Boot Attachment 5.16 1.12 

Overall Weight 3.11 1.05 

Overall Garment Characteristics 21.79 3.29 
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B.3.4 Hood
Evaluation of the comfort and range of motion of the hood were generally positive.  The mean
rating for hood comfort was on the comfortable end of the rating scale (M = 4.16 [1.26]),
whereas the range of motion in the hood area was viewed as modestly restricted (M = 4.32
[1.11]).  Participants in LEHP HF evaluations rated the closure at the front neck edge to be
relatively comfortable (M = 3.63 [sd = 1.38]).  Analysis of variance did not indicate any
significant difference among the different garment configurations with respect to the hood (F (4,
14) = 0.40, p < 0.81).

B.3.5 Range of Motion
Participant ratings did not indicate noticeable restrictions in the range of motion for each
assessed area of the garment: arm motion (M = 3.16 [1.176]), leg motion (M = 2.47 [0.97]), and
overall motion (M = 3.11 [0.81]).  Rather, each area was judged to have minimal restriction in
the range of motion.  Analysis of variance did not indicate any significant difference among the
different garment configurations with respect to the range of motion (F (4, 14) = 0.34, p < 0.85).

B.3.6 Heat Factor
Each garment configuration was judged to be relatively thermal neutral for both the full suit with
mask and hood (M = 4.89 [1.05]), and without hood and mask (M = 3.37 [1.12]).  Analysis of
variance did not indicate any significant difference among the different garment configurations
with respect to the range of motion (F (4, 14) = 0.26, p < 0.90), nor was the heat factor with
mask and hood on judged to be significantly different from suit without hood and mask (t (18) =
0.42, p < 0.68).

B.3.7 Donning Ease
Participants rated each garment configuration to be relatively easy to don (M = 4.05 [1.51]).
Analysis of variance did not indicate any significant difference among the different garment
configurations with respect to donning ease (F (4, 14) = 0.79, p < 0.55).
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Appendix C 
Reprint of Philadelphia University LEHP FAST Testing Notes—July21–22, 2009

Reprint starts on next page. 
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Appendix D 
Reprint of Philadelphia University Fluorescent Aerosol Screening Tests (FAST) Test Report—
July 31, 2009 

Reprint starts on next page. 
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Appendix E 
Reprint of Philadelphia University Contaminated Doffing Test—August 4–5, 2009 

Reprint starts on next page. 
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Appendix F 
Reprint of Philadelphia University LEHP Contaminated Doffing Testing Notes—August 4–5, 
2009

Reprint starts on next page. 
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Appendix G 
Reprint of LEHP Contaminated Doffing—Final Script, Generation 4—August 4, 2009 

Reprint starts on next page. 
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